Foreword
Stroll through any historic town in the summer and the language on the streets is as likely
to be French, Japanese or Italian as English and, if English, in the drawling vowels of
North America, not the sounds of the shires. From High Street to Market Square, cafés
spill life, colour and vitality into the public realm; specialist shops regenerate run down
back streets and events bring half forgotten traditions back to life.
On the road to the cathedral coaches back up as they wait to disgorge their visitors;
and mooching crocodiles on preordained itineraries follow their leaders along narrow
pavements. Touts ply their seasonal trades, adverts and temporary signs proliferate and
stalls offer Beefeater and Big Ben tea pots though we are not in London.
Tourism with all its pleasures and pain is a fact of life in English historic towns.
Tourism: the world’s largest industry and a vital part of our national and local economies.
The desire to explore our heritage is a major force behind inbound and domestic travel.
The historic towns of England, with their cathedrals, castles, museums, parks and ﬁne
houses provide millions of people with the chance to satisfy this desire every year.
But the economic, social and environmental opportunities offered by tourism will only be
sustained if we take care of the fabric on which it depends – our unique environment,
heritage and culture and the local diversity of our historic towns.
Focus on Tourism sets out the EHTF’s vision for tourism in historic towns, a vision based
on an integrated approach to reconciling the sometimes competing demands of residents,
the environment, business and visitors. The Forum hopes that this policy statement will
help to ensure that tourism develops in a more sustainable way to the beneﬁt of all.

Ian Poole
Chair, EHTF

FOCUS ON TOURISM
Introduction
The English Historic Towns Forum
The English Historic Towns Forum (EHTF), established in 1987, is a leading organisation in
addressing issues relevant to the sustainability and prosperity of historic towns. The Forum
networks within its membership representing local authorities, the private sector and amenity
groups, which share these interests. This broad and cross-disciplinary membership provides
an excellent forum to help ensure an inclusive and comprehensive response to the challenges
and opportunities that tourism presents for historic towns.

Purpose of the Tourism Policy Statement
This Focus on Tourism builds on previous EHTF publications, which provide policy and practical
guidance to members on managing tourism in historic towns. This document focuses on the
principles that the EHTF advocates to its members for managing and maximising the beneﬁts
of historic environments for visitors, residents and tourism operators. The principles, which
make historic towns successful tourism destinations, can be applied successfully elsewhere.

Bury St Edmunds

Buxton

Brighton
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EHTF’s Key Tourism Principles
There are six key principles, which should
be applied to tourism in historic towns and
the Forum believes that adoption of these is
fundamental to sustainable practices.
The principles are:
• Adopt an integrated approach
- recognise that everything is connected
- address strategic and operational
issues through an agreed strategy
• Cherish the historic environment
- it has intrinsic values
- it has local distinctiveness
- it offers wide ranging opportunities
- it imposes constraints
• Value, celebrate and nurture cultural
diversity and encourage social inclusion

• Ensure a customer focus for
- visitors
- residents
- businesses
• Take a long term view
- secure capital and revenue funding
- plan ahead to meet changing
development needs
- use evidence based decision making
• Manage tourism positively
- focus resource allocation
- consider value and quality

The EHTF advocates strongly that
making tourism more sustainable
means taking into account the needs
of residents, the environment and
businesses, as well as visitors.

The Value of Tourism in Historic Towns
Britain’s heritage remains the key attraction
for the record 27.7 million overseas visitors
that came to Britain in 2004. The signiﬁcance
of English historic towns as a draw for
tourism should not be underestimated. Their
value as tourist destinations in terms of
their contribution to the local and national
economy and potential as a catalyst and
tool for regeneration can be measured and
demonstrated (see Box 1).
The sector is dynamic and requires positive
management of change at all levels
throughout the public and private sectors.
Clear policies, with supporting mechanisms
and structures are needed if the value to
the economy is to be fully realised in a
sustainable way. The imperative for local
authorities, government departments and
other agencies to work together in positive
partnerships has never been more important
than it is now.

The EHTF advocates lateral thinking
to maximise the economic beneﬁts of
tourism to its member towns whilst, at
the same time recognising that money
spent for these purposes can also
beneﬁt local people. Imagination and
vision can create tourism opportunities,
however small, from projects such as
cultural events, which are being carried
out for other purposes. The lead taken
by the local authority is crucial; results
show that where the local authority
leads, the private sector follows.
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Box 1 Value of Tourism
EHTF member towns are at the heart of
the UK tourism industry. Consistently, they
account for one third of the top 20 towns
visited by overseas visitors to the UK.
• Tourism industry in UK=£74 billion,
6.4% GDP
• Tourism employs 2.2 million people,
7.7% of the working population
• 83% of England’s tourism revenue
comes from domestic visitors
• In a survey of overseas visitors to the UK
o 37% said visiting heritage sites
o 29% said exploring historic towns/
cities
o 29% said visiting artistic/heritage
exhibits
……..were important to their visit.
• Around 25% of UK visits are to heritage
attractions
• 10 million visitors to Anglican cathedrals
generate £150 million for local
economies.
Source: Visit Britain/Tourism Alliance
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What are the Challenges Facing Historic Towns?
Historic towns are increasingly competing
with major UK and European cities, which
are accessible through cheap ﬂights and
offer a rich and varied product including
high quality cultural experiences and
excellent leisure shopping. Delivering to
overseas and domestic visitors a high quality
historic town experience that captures the
local distinctiveness is central to remaining
competitive in the marketplace. Historic
towns are also characterised by their high
proportion of day visitors and need to
manage them and aim to increase the
number of staying visitors.
It is important to recognise the very wide
range of customers who make up the visitor
base, which can be as diverse as people:
• Attending a family wedding to
grandparents taking the grandchildren
out for the day
• Going to watch sports to a weekend
away with friends
• Taking part in a special interest short
course to visiting a special exhibition at
a museum.

Brighton

All these markets are as important as the
organised coach trip or the overseas visitor
on a heritage tour of Britain and each visitor
needs to be engaged by the destination and
have a positive and memorable experience,
in order to maximize satisfaction, spend and
the likelihood of a return visit or word of
mouth recommendation.
The key challenge for historic towns is to
make the most of the opportunities available
and enlist the support of other organisations
with a major role to play in shaping and
managing the historic town, the essential
experience the visitor comes to enjoy.
Different aspects of the product appeal to
different markets and on different occasions;
these should all be identiﬁed and managed
appropriately.

Signposting and Wayﬁnding in Greenwich
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Bury St Edmunds
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Case Study: Chester The Rows Shopping
Chester’s unique two-tier shopping galleries are 700 year old
treasures dating from the middle ages and help to attract eight
million visitors to the city each year. These medieval marvels
enhance Chester’s shopping appeal and feature the oldest shop
front in England. The Rows were given a major make over in the
19th century.

The Experience

B

The visitor experience is about every aspect of engaging the visitor at
the destination: the ﬁrst impressions visitors receive as they arrive; the
activities they undertake during their stay through to the journey home;
and the memories they take with them. All of these form the tourism
product.

C

Images:
A Chester: Rows at the Cross
B The Rows - inside looking out
C Bath: tourists attracted to
street stalls

The product includes:
• The built and natural environment – historic buildings, squares,
townscapes, parks, gardens, trails, landscapes
• The visitor attractions – museums, galleries and other attractions
• The culture - castles, cathedrals, historic ﬁgures buildings and sites
• The cultural associations that have shaped the evolution of the town
– including festivals and special events
• The public realm that the visitor experiences - from public art to
public transport and from public toilets to public streets
• The accommodation and facilities – hotels to car parks, restaurants
and cafés, leisure shopping and local markets
• The software - the information, the marketing IT and the customer
services.

The EHTF stresses that all of these elements make up the
visitor experience, so they must all work individually and
together to maximise the contribution made by tourism to
the historic town and its community.
All destinations need to refresh, renew and evolve to meet market
needs and to provide visitors with new reasons to return. Meeting
these needs must be balanced with protecting and managing the
inherent historic resources and local distinctiveness.
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Case Study: Lincoln Christmas Market
The market is one of the biggest of its type in Europe. Its success
is not just down to the spectacular historic setting, but also to
teamwork across the local authority. Lincoln City Council’s events
team works closely with colleagues in planning, legal services,
environmental health, waste management services, the direct
labour organisation and the TIC and tourism marketing team.
County Council services, such as highways and civil protection, also
play a vital part.

Local Authorities and Other Stakeholders
Tourism in historic towns needs to be seen in the national and regional
context set by the Government and the Regional Development
Agencies (RDAs), which have funding and policy responsibility for
tourism development. The EHTF recognises that the local authority in
a historic town, acting in partnership, has a key role to play in fostering
product development and ensuring it happens in a way that respects
the integrity of the destination and its community, while adding value
to the place and to its interest for visitors. Quality must underpin every
aspect of the visitor experience. The public sector has a key role to
play through contributions to the work of all stakeholders in:
• Developing tourism strategies, which recognise the importance of
an integrated approach to tourism and destination management
– the process of preparing the strategy is as important as the
strategy itself
• Setting standards in public realm design and management
• Managing the building assets within its care
• Delivering appropriate and timely high quality marketing and
information – including IT
• Providing training and business advice to local tourism businesses to
support quality driven establishments, support entrepreneurialism
and encourage business productivity
• Addressing issues of the perception of tourism as a career option
through schools, colleges and employers
• Finding solutions to travel to work issues for tourism staff working
outside of 9 - 5 Monday, - Friday working hours
• Opening up the product to the local community through positive
publicity, eg residents’ card schemes or offers aimed at attracting
their visiting friends and relatives. This should aim to generate pride
of place as local people are customers, but can also be
ambassadors, who become part of the welcome
• Seeking to release longer term capital funding to protect and
manage this resource.
The list opposite highlights the key local authority disciplines involved
and other agencies having important roles to play. Coordinating the
work of these agencies is a major challenge.

F O C U S O N TO U R I S M

Lincoln Christmas Market

Local Authority disciplines
and agencies
Local Authority disciplines
• Planning
(Policy and Development Control)
• Conservation
• Environmental Health
(Enforcement and Licensing)
• Economic Development
• Retail Centre Managers/
Town Centre Managers
• Transport and Highways
(Trafﬁc Management,
Car Parking)
• Tourism Services
• Culture and Leisure Services
• Public/Community Safety Unit
• Local Authority as land owner
Agencies
• Police and Emergency Services
• Health and Safety Executive
• Voluntary and community groups
• Health and Education providers
Schools and Colleges
Providers of training/education/
skills
• Private Sector Businesses
• Market stall holders’ associations
• Traders’ associations
• Hoteliers
• Restaurant, café and pub owners
• Chambers of Trade
• Developers/individuals
• Utility providers
• Cleansing contractors
• Amenity bodies
• Civic Trust
• National Trust
• English Heritage
• Countryside Agency
• Environment Agency
• Local civic and amenity societies
• Local arts providers
• Department for Transport
• Bus/train companies
• Individual transport companies
• Local Media
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Case Study: Guernsey Tourism Policy
Visit Guernsey now runs a signiﬁcant element of its marketing
approach on the ‘Naturally Guernsey’ theme, a product that
is underpinned by the environmental policies of the States of
Guernsey. The policies are expressed through the Development
Plans for the Island and implemented through development control,
thus providing statutory support for the local tourism industry.

B

Historic Towns and the Sustainability Agenda
Tourism thrives when a destination is managed in a sustainable way.
The attributes of sustainability that are particularly important for
tourism are found in communities which are:
• Active and thriving
• Safe
• Well managed
• Environmentally aware
• Well connected and serviced

C

This Focus on Tourism speciﬁcally reinforces the EHTF’s belief
that historic towns and their partner organisations, RDAs,
the Government and all others with an interest in heritage
and cultural tourism, should work together to recognise and
support the links, which make this possible.
EHTF regards it as vital that the following factors are
recognised and supported:

Images
A Guernsey: Little Chapel
B Bath: The natural environment

can play a key part in attracting
visitors
C Buxton Pavilion Gardens:
renovation has increased
visitor numbers to the historic
park

• Active and Thriving Communities
- Visitors and Sense of Place
- Local Distinctiveness and Public Art
- Staff Training and Motivation
• Safe and Well Run Public Realm
• Environmental Awareness
- Planning
- Conservation
• Well Connected and Serviced
- Communications, Information and Services
• Monitoring Change and Measuring Success
The following chapters expand on each of these factors.
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Case Study: Ludlow Food Festival
The Ludlow food festival is now in its 12th year and is established
nationally as a premier gastronomic event. The festival attracts
some 20,000 people into the historic core of Ludlow over a three
day period, during which time most retail businesses receive a
major boost to their annual turnover, with some £750,000 being
injected into the local economy directly attributable to the event.

B

Case Study: Canterbury Cathédrales en Lumière
Canterbury linked with Amiens, Rouen and Rochester in the
Cathédrales en Lumière. The iconic cathedrals in all four historic
cities were the focus for a series of lighting events featuring the
original medieval painted colours of the cathedral (Amiens) the
paintings of JMW Turner (Canterbury) the work of Monet (Rouen)
and the debate between church and state (Rochester). Light uniquely
changes the buildings without damaging the historic fabric.
Canterbury’s event attracted an audience of 10,000 over three
nights. The projects were part-funded by Interreg IIIa.

C

Active and Thriving Communities
Visitors and Sense of Place
Historic towns have clearly deﬁned and recognisable qualities that
together help to create a sense of place. These include the town
as a whole, its notable architecture, historical associations, parks
and gardens and harmonious conservation areas. The sense of
place creates a distinctive destination that can be strengthened and
enhanced by careful management. However, a sense of place can
easily be lost – by standardised buildings and design, the dominance
of national corporate images and the presence of large numbers of
visitors themselves.
Sense of place can be enhanced by:
• Deﬁning and understanding what the sense of place is
• Mapping assets
• Promoting pride in place
• Encouraging individuality
• Careful marketing of the unique local ‘product’
• Carrying out improvements and requiring high quality design
• Promoting local products, designs and materials.

The EHTF provides strong guidance to its member towns on
recognising, developing and promoting a sense of place in its
publication ‘Focus on the Public Realm’.

D

Images:
A Ludlow Food Festival
B Ludlow: Quality Square
C Canterbury Cathedral
D Canterbury Cathédrales
en Lumière
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Case Study: Morecambe Public Art
In 1990 Morecambe received government funding for coastal
protection and derelict land clearance. The bird life of Morecambe
Bay became the theme for the Tern Project, an associated public art
project. When the ﬁrst phase opened in 1995, visitor ﬁgures to the
Morecambe TIC exceeded 100,000 for the ﬁrst time in decades. The
Queen opened the second phase in 1999, including the statue of
Eric Morecambe, and visitor numbers to the TIC passed 200,000.
Visitor ﬁgures have been maintained, vandalism has been negligible,
local pride has been renewed and tourism has been boosted.

Case Study: Whitehaven

B

Whitehaven has a proud maritime history but, in the modern era
the loss of traditional industries has combined with its comparatively
remote location on the coast of Cumbria to bring about a decline
in its prosperity. Over £11m was invested in the renaissance of
Whitehaven, which included a transformation of the harbourside
area with a high quality, themed, public art project.

Case Study: Brighton Shopping and Tourism
Studies in Brighton and Hove have shown that ‘to shop’ was the
ﬁfth most quoted reason for visitors to be there and was popular
with both staying and day visitors. It was a strong magnet for
repeat visits. Once visitors were there it became the third most
popular activity – ahead of being on the beach! – and visitors
rated the quality of shops highly. The Lanes and the North Laine
area combine attractive historic environments with good, distinctive
shopping. Shopping generated £67m in revenue, 17% of the total
from visitors.

C

Local Distinctiveness and Public Art

D

Images:
A Public Art in Morecambe
B Whitehaven’s unique Bicycle
Stands

C&D

Shopping in North Laine, Brighton

Festivals, food, architecture and art all complement and add diversity
to the heritage product, attract cultural tourists and become attractions
in their own right. Local distinctiveness can also be enhanced through
interpretation, including guides, audio tours, plaques and trails.
Public art, or art in the public realm, may take many forms – events,
sculptures, features on buildings, lighting and landscape schemes.
Public art may be secured through ‘percent for art’ policies that require
s106 agreements under planning legislation with new development or
through environmental improvements schemes or both. Public art can
add value for visitors through:
• The creation of speciﬁc features that become attractions in their own
right eg Morecambe Bay Tern Project
• The enhancement of existing environments in the public realm
eg Whitehaven
• The celebration of identity, diversity and local distinctiveness
eg Brighton, The Laines and the gay culture
• Turning the public realm temporarily into a gallery, eg for a
sculpture festival at Canterbury and Winchester.

The EHTF encourages all its member towns to promote public
art as part of their overall strategies.
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Case Study: Buxton Regeneration and Heritage
High Peak Borough Council has offered full support for regeneration
projects in Buxton. Leverage of funding from other providers is
reviving the Spa, providing a centre of excellence for spa hospitality
management, enhancing open spaces and upgrading an urban
park. The project is linked to the development of training and
improved employment opportunities in tourism. It will also provide
leisure opportunities and enhanced health beneﬁts for local people.

Staff Training and Motivation

B

The tourism industry is made up of a diverse range of largely service
based businesses that offer a wide range of employment opportunities
across the spectrum of skills, knowledge, experience and consequently
pay. However, the nature of tourism is such that it depends on large
numbers of people operating at the lower end of the spectrum and the
perception that it is a low skill, low pay sector is not entirely unjustiﬁed.
Tourism also requires many employees to work outside the hypothetical
9 - 5 norm. Further complicating the picture is the fact that many
historic towns are expensive to live in, so low-paid employees must
travel a distance to work and travel home when public transport
may have ceased to run. Many tourism businesses are small, so
investment in staff and career progression opportunities are not
universally available. Recruitment issues in times of high employment
mean that many tourism businesses are employing staff from overseas.
Many of these staff bring valuable skills to the industry, but may lack
the language and local knowledge, which are essential for excellent
customer service. Therefore, there are issues of recruitment, retention
and career development.
The short term net effect of all this can be unattractive jobs for
potential employees, recruitment difﬁculties for businesses and poor
service for visitors. The skills and training challenges for tourism apply
to all destinations, not just historic towns, and are recognised by the
major public agencies with a responsibility for tourism or for skills
and training. Organisations such as People 1st and the Learning
Skills Council are looking at national issues, while the Regional
Development Agencies, Regional Tourist Boards, Tourism Destination
Management Organisations (DMOs) and Business Link are looking
at regional strategic and delivery issues. In effect, this is a crowded
playing ﬁeld and it is important for EHTF members to identify the most
effective means of contributing to the debate. The EHTF believes that
its members may be able to inﬂuence positive outcomes by:
• Working in partnership with employers, local universities, Further
Education Colleges, regional tourist boards and DMOs to promote a
more positive image of the tourism industry and the career prospects
it offers and coordinate work experience opportunities
• Developing planning policies that support the development of staff
living accommodation
• Promoting out of hours travel initiatives
• Introducing award schemes for good service that are complementary
to regional and national tourism awards, eg Guernsey ‘Bus Driver
of the Month’ award, the public is asked to nominate a driver who
has provided good service.

The EHTF encourages all its member towns to work with
partnerships to improve training and motivation in the
tourism industry.

C

D

E

Images: Buxton
A Pavilion Gardens
B Broad Walk
C Historic buildings in the

surrounding environment

D University of Derby College,
Devonshire Campus

E Crescent
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Case Study: Bury St Edmunds Public Realm
In 1998-99 Bury took part in the Historic Core Zones project to
improve the way that trafﬁc management and signage could be
integrated into the historic environment. Following this, car parking
and access on Angel Hill were reorganised to reduce the dominance
of the motor car, create a pedestrian-friendly public space and a
ﬁtting setting for the imposing gateway to the Abbey Gardens.

B

Safe and Well Run Public Realm
Within historic towns the public realm – streets, squares, parks,
commons and so on – should be created and maintained with visitors
as well as residents in mind.
The public realm should be:
• Well designed and attractive
• Comfortable, including seating, lighting and good surfaces to walk on
• Clean and well maintained
• Accessible to all potential users
• Suitable for multi-purpose activities, such as events
• Designed and managed in a way that will encourage further
exploration of the town
• Managed for safety through the control of trafﬁc, the prevention of
crime and the threat of violence, whether perceived or actual

C

Images: Bury St Edmunds
A new public space on Angel Hill
B combining trafﬁc signs and
public art
C Exeter: Making attractive open
spaces available for a variety
of activities enhances the
overall experience for visitors
and residents.

In considering the relationship between visitors and the urban
environment, a number of the issues raised above come together
through urban design, which itself draws together the many strands of
place-making into the creation of places of beauty and distinct identity.
Urban design and a positive approach to tourism can reinforce each
other through:
• Good design for buildings and spaces to create delight and diversity
• The promotion of safety
• Measures to manage the movement and activities of visitors
• Steps to promote legibility of the town’s environment
• Respect for, and celebration of, diversity, local identity and sense of
place.

The EHTF has produced strong guidance on the importance
of the public realm.

Environmental Awareness
Although tourism is a non-statutory activity for local authorities,
provision of infrastructure and protection of the environment, which
enable it to thrive, are underpinned by statutory Local Development
Frameworks, Development Plans, Transport Plans and Conservation
Area legislation. Community Strategies and the work of Local Strategic
Partnerships also provide an opportunity to address tourism issues.
The EHTF is committed to ensuring that these vital links are recognised
by those who implement the legislation and by those in the tourism
industry, who will be affected by it.
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Case Study: The Sage, Gateshead
The Sage Gateshead is a new home for music, bringing about
a widespread and long-term enrichment of music in the north
of England. Its inclusive approach enables all the performance,
learning and participation programmes to be constantly inspired
and supported by each other. The £70m project, designed by
Foster and Partners, has been awarded two special awards by the
Royal Institute of British Architects as well as a Gold Roses Design
Award for Best Public Building 2005.

B

Case Study: Cambridge Conservation Area Appraisal
The appraisal of Cambridge’s core conservation area recognises
the impact of tourism on the sensitive historic environment. It
identiﬁes key issues, eg pressure on visitor honey pots, identiﬁes
the impact on the historic core and sets out policies and actions for
mitigation.

C

Planning
The EHTF advocates that land use planning should take into account
the needs of tourism by:
• Assessing the need for facilities, eg hotels, making land use
allocations and protecting the existing stock
• Including policies and proposals for tourism in the Local
Development Framework and Supplementary Planning Documents
– proposals for tourism studies should be included in the Local
Development Scheme – and monitoring progress should be included
in the Annual Monitoring Report
• Considering how tourism development can contribute towards
destination management through section 106 agreements
• Economic development and regeneration – assess and take account
of the economic impact of tourism.

D

Conservation
The attraction of the overall historic environment to visitors (Box 1 on
Page 2) accentuates the importance of conserving the value of existing
historic areas, especially conservation areas. This is established
practice in historic towns, but the value of the relationship with tourism
can be enhanced by:
• Including the impacts of tourism in Conservation Area Appraisals
and Management Plans
• Considering tourism issues in the preparation of conservation plans
for individual buildings and groups of buildings
• Creative thinking about the potential for visitor related uses in
redundant historic buildings
• Considering ways of drawing revenue from visitors to pay for
conservation.

Images:
A The Sage, Gateshead
B The Sage, Gateshead (interior)
C Cambridge: King’s College in
the heart of the conservation
area
D Cambridge: Coach setting
down in the conservation area
needs careful management

The EHTF has published several documents providing
guidance on conservation of the historic environment.

F O C U S O N TO U R I S M
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Case Study: Winchester MIRACLES
MIRACLES is an EU supported project to promote more sustainable
transport in Winchester. Under the scheme the Tourist Information
Centre is an outlet for a bike loan scheme aimed at commuters and
visitors. A small registration fee entitles visitors to ﬂexible use of
cycles during their stay.

B

Case Study: Cycling in Lancaster
Lancaster City Council has, over the past few years, delivered new
cycling and walking routes to enable safe, direct access to historic
areas of the city and has been given the designation of ‘Cycling
Demonstration Town’ by Cycling England. With cycle links from
the railway station, Lancaster and its environs can be reached in
minutes. There are also long stretches of off-road cycle lanes,
which take the visitor directly from Lancaster into the wonderful
historic landscapes of the Lune Valley. City, coast and countryside
are all connected by trafﬁc free cycle paths.

Images:
A Winchester Bikeabout
B Cycling on Lancaster’s
Millennium Bridge

Well Connected and Serviced
Transport Planning
Large numbers of visitors arriving at an historic town will inevitably
have an impact on trafﬁc, parking and congestion. The aim of good
destination management should be to provide good transport services
and infrastructure and to encourage visitors to use environmentally
friendly modes, including walking, cycling and public transport.

The EHTF recognises it is important that:
• The journey to the destination should be a pleasant part of
the visitor experience
• Visitors by public or private transport will have their ﬁrst
impression of a destination at a number of possible arrival
points, from railway stations to car parks.
Destination managers need to consider all of the following:
• Ease of buying (integrated) tickets and obtaining information
• Welcome and further travel information at all arrival points,
including town maps and information points/service
• The provision of real time travel information
• Coach drop off points and coach parking – which should be
accessible with provision made for drivers and encourage visitors to
see the whole town, not just one attraction
• The provision of adequate parking
• The costs of parking in terms of the whole town
• Signposting and way marking
• Lighting and other safety points
• Provision of services for travellers such as left luggage and cycle hire
• Regular dialogue with user groups, transport providers and event
organisers.
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Case Study: Medway Visitor Information Centre
The Visitor Information Centre in Rochester’s historic High Street
offers an integrated service to a wide range of visitors. There
is a dedicated coach drop-off and pick-up point at the rear of
the premises. Inside, the centre offers not only the usual range
of information services, but also a 96-seat lecture theatre and
conference facility, meeting rooms, an art gallery and coffee shop.

B

Communications, Information and Services
Successful and sustainable tourism depends on good services from
both the mainstream commercial providers and the public sector.
Key areas that EHTF member towns and their partners are advised to
address include:
• Tourist Information Centre services
• Located at prime points of demand and accessibility
• Provision of basic information
• Booking of accommodation, transport and other services
• Integration with business support and economic
development services
• Local, regional, national and international networking
and linkages
• Opening hours and accessibility that meet the needs of
users
• High quality public toilets at points of arrival and visitor honey pots
• Overall cleanliness, especially in the public realm, see above
• Communications with nearby or linked attractions to present a
package and encourage visitors to stay in the vicinity

Images:
A Medway: Visitor

Information Centre

B Bradford on Avon:

Tourist Information Centre

These services are required in what promises to be an increasingly
tough ﬁnancial climate for local authorities. If service levels are to be
maintained it will be necessary to increasingly develop partnerships
with the private sector to provide joint funding, possibly of the basis of
some form of public service agreement. Opportunities for this include
Town Centre Management and Business Improvement Districts (BIDs).

The EHTF encourages historic towns to work with partners to
improve the level of services offered to visitors.

F O C U S O N TO U R I S M
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Case Study: Greenwich Wayﬁnding
Placemarque designed a new identity and wayﬁnding system
for the historic centre of Greenwich on behalf of the Greenwich
Development Agency. The themes developed as the identity for
the scheme emerged from the distinct locality of the waterside,
maritime history and the meridian line. The design is simple,
classic, unique to its location and sits well in the World Heritage
Site. Visitor numbers have increased and pedestrian routes around
the town centre are now more legible.

Monitoring Change and Measuring Success
The EHTF considers that one of the greatest challenges facing the
industry is quantifying the value of tourism to the local economy and
the local community. It is also often difﬁcult to measure the impact
of the investment made, especially in the public realm and support
infrastructure, where tangible outputs are hard to establish.

EHTF supports any move to improve statistics and data
collection and considers the following are vital:
• Annual value and volume tourism statistics
• A thorough review of the current models for assessing
the local volume and value of tourism
• National, regional and local ﬁgures for all key measures
• Local accommodation stock audits, visitor surveys and data
models, which can include ﬁgures for enquiries at TICs, use
of car parks and visitor numbers to attractions.
Images:

Greenwich: locally distinctive
signage enhances and informs

These will give indications of trends and can be supplemented by
regular destination benchmarking to assess public perceptions of
quality.

We would like to thank the following organisations for
donating images included in this publication:
Brighton & Hove Council
Cambridge City Council
Canterbury City Council
Chester City Council
Hampshire County Council
High Peak Borough Council
Lancaster City Council
Lincoln City Council
Medway Towns Council
Placemarque
South Shropshire District Council
States of Guernsey
St Edmundsbury Borough Council
University of Derby - Simon Birkett
Winchester City Council
Remaining images © EHTF 2006
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Conclusions and Checklist
Through this policy statement the EHTF has sought to identify:
• The signiﬁcance of tourism to historic towns and the signiﬁcance of historic towns to
tourism.
• The important issues that face these places in the development and management of
tourism.
• The issues that the EHTF and its member towns can inﬂuence directly to ensure that
these remain central to the ongoing debate about the future role and function of
historic towns.
In doing this, the EHTF seeks to encourage and facilitate cross-disciplinary
partnerships, which recognise and embrace the complex nature of the tourism
industry.
The EHTF stresses that the aim of all parties must be focus on value not volume,
quality not quantity, if tourism is to become more sustainable.
The key messages for all those involved in the crucial tourism/historic town
relationship are summarised below.

Central Government

• Understand the economic signiﬁcance to tourism of historic towns and the
importance of statistics to verify and support this
• Provide guidance, information and examples of best practice to support and guide
tourism priorities and actions
• Ensure funding for conservation of the historic environment and fabric
• Provide statutory support for tourism

Regional Development Agencies

• Encourage and facilitate cross-disciplinary partnerships, which recognise and
embrace the complex nature of the tourism industry
• Coordinate and promote training initiatives

Local Authorities

• Identify the important issues that face historic towns in the development and
management of tourism
• Use the wide range of powers and responsibilities vested in local authorities to
tackle the issues and promote a proactive approach to tourism

Private Sector

• Promote quality in all aspects of the industry
• Support both quality employment through training and improvements to working
conditions
• Engage in dialogue to ensure that tourism strategies are prepared through public/
private sector engagement and that their signiﬁcance is understood and valued
The English Historic Towns Forum
• Ensure that the importance of tourism to historic towns, and the issues it presents,
remain central to the ongoing debate about the future role and function of historic
towns

F O C U S O N TO U R I S M
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